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ABSTRACT Supply chains are evolving into automated and highly complex networks and are becoming

an important source of potential benefits in the modern world. At the same time, consumers are now

more interested in food product quality. However, it is challenging to track the provenance of data and

maintain its traceability throughout the supply chain network. The traditional supply chains are centralized

and they depend on a third party for trading. These centralized systems lack transparency, accountability

and auditability. In our proposed solution, we have presented a complete solution for blockchain-based

Agriculture and Food (Agri-Food) supply chain. It leverages the key features of blockchain and smart

contracts, deployed over ethereum blockchain network. Although blockchain provides immutability of data

and records in the network, it still fails to solve some major problems in supply chain management like

credibility of the involved entities, accountability of the trading process and traceability of the products.

Therefore, there is a need of a reliable system that ensures traceability, trust and delivery mechanism in

Agri-Food supply chain. In the proposed system, all transactions are written to blockchain which ultimately

uploads the data to Interplanetary File Storage System (IPFS). The storage system returns a hash of the data

which is stored on blockchain and ensures efficient, secure and reliable solution. Our system provides smart

contracts along with their algorithms to show interaction of entities in the system. Furthermore, simulations

and evaluation of smart contracts along with the security and vulnerability analyses are also presented in this

work.

INDEX TERMS Accountability, blockchain, credibility, reputation, supply chain, traceability, trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Supply Chain Management (SCM) is a group of pro-

cesses and sub-processes carried out for transforming raw

material into a final product, maximizing customer value

and achieving a maintainable competitive advantage [1]. It

is also interpreted as a network of entities that are part of the

system from production to trading. The whole supply chain

network is divided into several stages. Processes involved

in these stages often take months to complete [2]. In such

situation, if the final product lacks in quality, it becomes

extremely difficult to track the root cause of the problem.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Zhiyi Li .

The demand for top quality products and interest of end con-

sumers in the provenance of data is increasing rapidly. There-

fore, it has become necessary for every supply chain system

to track the movement of products from origin to the end

consumers [3].

To gain end consumers’ trust, the supply chain authorities

have to be efficient and accurate in delivering information.

It is also important for supply chain authorities to comply

with quality, integrity and credibility of the entire supply

chain process. Several regulatory authorities have enforced

standards for improving quality, transparency and security

for supply chain traceability systems. These standards are

strictly enforced by the governments of several countries.

Canadian government has enforced the use of tags [4] and
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bar codes to identify the provenance of products. Similar

enforcement is also imposed by the Chinese government [1].

The aim of these regulations is to improve transparency of the

traceability systems and to ensure high quality of products.

In addition to the responsibility of maintaining traceabil-

ity, supply chain systems also act as a gateway for trading

products. These systems process huge amount of transac-

tional data and thus add more complexity to the network

architecture. These networks are generally centralized, so,

there is a risk involved for false or inaccurate representation

of information [5]. Supply chains allowing financial transac-

tions on their networks, lack trust and credibility due to their

centralized service architecture. Moreover, the centralized

storage schemes used in supply chain networks are often

unable to handle large amount of data leading to unavoidable

bottlenecks and therefore, affect the overall performance of

the network.

Distributed systems offer fault tolerance, scalability, con-

current processing and better storage schemes. The emer-

gence of blockchain as a base technology of Bitcoin

is recognized by several industries around the globe,

e.g., finance, ElectronicMedical Records (EMRs), Internet of

Things (IoT), energy andmanymore. It is a secure system that

overcomes aforementioned risks of centralized systems [6].

However, the current blockchain network is not a one-size-fit

all solution, especially for data-driven domains as it faces

latency, storage and throughput issues [7]. Several network

architectures and distributed consensus protocols that keep

the integrity of a blockchain while enabling high through-

put and improved storage capabilities, have been presented

in [7], [8]. In terms of Agri-Food supply chain, an efficient

monitoring of Agri-Food products is critical because of prod-

uct safety. The growing concerns of consumers and govern-

ment regarding food quality have also renewed the concept

of traceability in supply-chain. However, blockchain plays a

significant role in evolution of supply chain with its inherent

properties like decentralization, transparency and immutabil-

ity. Moreover, it also provides smart contracts leveraging safe

trading transactions among entities. Despite of the trust less

nature of blockchain-based Agri-Food supply chains, it is

hard for the end-consumers to trust the product owner and

quality of the product before performing a transaction.

Additionally, the traditional centralized storage schemes

are unable to handle large amount of data produced during

supply chain processes and consequently cause bottleneck.

Therefore, several decentralized storage schemes are pro-

posed in literature to overcome the issues like high latency,

low throughput and bottlenecks. In [9], a blockchain-based

soybean traceability scheme is proposed. The ethereum smart

contracts and Interplanetary File Storage System (IPFS) are

used to achieve complete traceability in proposed system.

IPFS is a popular, decentralized, peer-to-peer file storage

system. It uses the technologies like an incentivized block

exchange and Distributed Hash Table (DHT). Here, nodes do

not trust each other and there is no single point of failure.

However, the data stored in IPFS can be accessed easily if its

hash available. IPFS nodes also act selfishly while backing

up data. Additionally, authors in [9] do not consider the

accountability and auditability of trading and delivery of data.

Moreover, as Agri-Food supply chains are moving towards

e-agriculture; therefore, there’s a need of decentralized auto-

mated payment mechanism which ensures that the entities in

the entire system adhere to the commitment during transac-

tion. Authors in [10] proposed an efficient storage scheme

for Agri-Food tracking. The transaction hash in the proposed

solution is stored in a secondary database. To retrieve data

from IPFS, the transaction hash is accessed from secondary

database. Using that transaction hash, IPFS hash is retrieved

from the blockchain. However, if the secondary database

fails, whole system will fail. Similarly, authors in [11] pro-

posed an auditable protocol for transparent and tamper proof

transactions between trading entities. The trading entities

are merchants, logistics company and consumers. However,

authors have not considered credibility of merchants and trust

between trading entities. Additionally, the existing trading

networks have information asymmetry between buyers and

sellers. The information asymmetry results in poor credibility

of trading entities and the end consumers become vulnerable

to fraudulent transactions. From the aforementioned limi-

tations of existing works [9]–[11], the following research

questions arise:

• Is there a solution available, other than secondary stor-

age, to store transactional hash on IPFS securely while

restricting its access to authorized users and ensuring its

availability.

• Is it possible that all network nodes have information

symmetry while maintaining trust and credibility of

nodes.

• Is there a mechanism of decentralized automated pay-

ment available which ensure non-repudiation and pro-

tect the sellers.

• In a decentralized trading environment, how disputes

between two parties will be resolved without any

biasness.

Our paper aims to contribute in the growing work on

blockchain-based Agri-Food supply chains and provides an

end to end solution. To the best of our knowledge, there is

no existing work in literature that provides an end to end

solution for Agri-food supply chain. However, this paper is

an extension of blockchain-based reputation system proposed

in [12]. The proposed solution uses ethereum smart contracts

to assure an efficient, secure and trusted environment for

the supply chain activities. The main contributions of the

proposed system are as follows.

• It serves as an end-to-end distributed supply chain

system that introduces 1) a traceability scheme and

trading and delivery mechanisms, 2) a reputation sys-

tem for credibility assurance of the entities and 3) an

autonomous transaction system.

• It achieves the desired properties of accountability,

credibility, auditability, autonomy and authenticity.
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• It acts as a better alternative to the existing Agri-Food

supply chain systems enabling a scalable and auditable

system. It presents the algorithms of smart contracts and

evaluates them for vulnerability and their costs of gas

and Ethers over the ethereum network.

• It is resilient against well-known attacks and provides

inherent important security features. We perform a

detailed vulnerability assessment of our system and

discuss how our system is robust and ensures security

against malicious attacks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work

and system model are presented in Sections II and III,

respectively. Simulations and results are provided in

Section IV. Security and vulnerability analyses are discussed

in Section V. In Section VI, paper is concluded along with its

limitations and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss and analyze related schemes

proposed for improvement of Agri-Food supply chain sys-

tem and accentuate the differences to our proposed solution,

as sketched in Table 2.

Food safety in recent times is a growing concern for com-

mercial and academic industries. Most of the solutions till

date are centralized and result in serious problems such as

fraud, tampering and man-in-the-middle attack [13]. There-

fore, literature has introduced several blockchain-based trace-

ability and information security in Agri-Food supply chain

systems. Hereof, author in [14] has proposed a traceabil-

ity scheme based on Hazard Analysis and Critical Con-

trol Points (HACCP), blockchain and IoT. Furthermore,

blockchain along with its advantages has some disadvan-

tages as well, i.e., it lacks scalability when data increases

to a certain level. In this regard, BigChainDB is used to

fill the gap which provides a scalable solution. The pro-

posed solution is then applied to an example scenario to

show the significant transparency and efficiency and how it

favours HACCP regulations. However, the proposed scheme

does not specify the current ownership details of products.

In addition to this, a case study on product traceability

is presented in [15]. According to the authors, tracing the

provenance of products in supply chain must be transpar-

ent, tamper-proof and adaptive to the changing environ-

ments. Therefore, they have designed an origin-chain that

uses private and public blockchain. As blockchain has lim-

ited storage, origin-chain stores the data on-chain and off-

chain. On-chain storage includes the hashes of data while

off-chain storage has the raw files and addresses of smart

contracts. The authors have also provided a case study with

actual implementation and deployment of origin-chain in

industry. Additionally, they have also discussed the adapt-

ability of the solution and concluded that the blockchain is

a good option for traceability in SCM. However, security

and privacy are the main concerns. In this regard, authors

in [16] have introduced blockchain-based food information

security in SCM. According to them, a no. of solutions have

been provided to achieve traceability. However, these solu-

tions are not able to achieve accurate traceability required

for Chinese market.Based on the hypothetical conclusions

and analysis, authors have provided a more reliable and

efficient solutions. However, the practical implementation

of the whole solution still lacks behind. In [17], authors

have proposed blockchain-based decentralized traceability

process and provided a case study. However, auditability

and integrity is compromised. Considering the food safety

issues, blockchain and IoT based solution is proposed for

Agri-Food supply chain and information security [18]. They

created a use case for traceability of product from farm to the

table and compared the results using different implementation

platforms, i.e. ethereum and hyperledger. Authors in [19]

reviewed the concepts of information and communication

technology and blockchain. They proposed an e-agriculture

system and evaluation tool. This system can be used to

get the certain requirements for blockchain-based agricul-

ture systems. However, the proposed system lacks in terms

of practical implementation and feasibility of applying in

real-environment. Authors have proposed a blockchain-based

anonymity preserving delivery mechanism for physical items

in [20]. They have achieved anonymity, fairness and unlink-

ability of buyers and sellers. However, authors compromised

the accountability of the entities involved. Authors in [21]

have tackled the problem of some how cloning the RFID tags

post delivery. In this regards, they used Bitcoin’s blockchain

and implemented proof-of-concept. After the performance

evaluation of the system, authors concluded that the cost of

managing product ownership is reduced to 1 USD for almost

six transfers.

In traditional storage schemes, the data is stored in cen-

tralized storage. After the invention of blockchain, many

decentralized storage systems are used to store the data in

a decentralized manner. In [10], authors proposed an effi-

cient storage scheme for Agri-Food product tacking. Authors

used IPFS along with secondary database to achieve the

traceability. IPFS is a network used to store and share data

in a decentralized file system. To retrieve data from IPFS,

the transaction hash is accessed from secondary database.

Using that transaction hash, IPFS hash is retrieved from the

blockchain. However, if the secondary database fails, whole

system will fail. Authors in [9] have proposed an approach

for efficient transactions of soybean traceability in Agri-Food

supply chain. The proposed solution overcomes the problems

of centralized solutions and eliminates the need for a trusted

third party. It maintains high integrity, reliability and more

security. However, authors have not considered the account-

ability and auditability of the data delivered and automated

payments. Authors have proposed a proof of delivery mecha-

nism to deliver physical assets between multiple transporters

in [22]. In the proposed solution, all the entities act honestly

by incentivizing the trading entities. Automated payments

through ethers are also part of the proposed solution. How-

ever, the proposed scheme has used a key and asset while

transporting the asset. The key and the asset delivered have
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no relation between them and as a result, transporters can

easily tamper the asset to be delivered. Paper [11] has pro-

posed an auditable protocol for transparent, tamper-proof and

verifiable transactions between entities. It has also proposed

a pre-verification technique to overcome the limitation in

paper [22] However, credibility of merchants is not consid-

ered. In [23], a decentralized storage mechanism along with

ethereum blockchain is proposed. The paper aims at over-

coming the risks of centralized storage, i.e., leakage of the

sensitive data and a single point of failure. The decentralized

storage mechanism used is IPFS. In the proposed framework,

before storing the data in IPFS, the file is encrypted using

a file encryption algorithm. The cipher text obtained after

encryption is uploaded to IPFS. IPFS provides the hash of

the stored file which is recorded in ethereum blockchain.

However, the proposed solution if applied in Internet of

Things (IoT) scenario, will not work efficiently because of the

increased computational overhead. The authors in [5] have

proposed an approach for trustless privacy preserving reputa-

tion system. The proposed solution maintains the anonymous

ratings of products and provides the correctness and security

analysis of the proposed scheme. However, no performance

analysis is provided that is required to guarantee efficiency

of token generation. Additionally, there is no link between

the ratings and the transactions and are consequently prone to

malicious users. In [24], authors have discussed the existing

and proposed solutions that work on maintaining trust and

reputation while performing online transactions. The authors

have then proposed an agenda for reputation systems. Every

online transactional platform has the problem of truthfulness

between the seller and buyer. This is for the reason that the

both parties do not directly meet to perform the transaction.

Therefore, a review system is required that maintains the

sellers reviews against his profile and helps buyers to eval-

uate the seller and products beforehand. A blockchain-based

reputation system is proposed in [25]. The proposed solution

provides data credibility in the vehicular networks. Eachmes-

sage that is transfered from one entity to another is reviewed

on the basis of environment traffic. Each review is then

blocked and chained in the network. Based on these reviews,

the vehicles are able to trust the messages obtained. However,

the credibility of the entities that transfer messages is not

maintained. Concluding from the above literature, use of

blockchain in agriculture based supply chain system is grow-

ing exponentially. It is adopted to enhance the transparency,

traceability and food safety issues in the present supply chain

systems. Therefore, by getting the motivation from the above

literature, we have proposed a blockchain-based solution

for maintaining accountability, auditability and credibility in

Agri-Food supply chain systems.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe our proposed solution. We have

provided a traceability scheme for digitally tracking

Agri-Food products from origin to end consumers. Our sys-

tem introduces a trading and delivery mechanism to allow

secure trading between entities of Agri-Food supply chain.

A reputation system is also used for the credibility assurance

of these entities. The proposed model follows a layered

architecture and is categorized into three layers. The first

layer, i.e., data layer, handles the interactions between entities

of Agri-food supply chains. These interactions involve the

trading of products along with a proof of an auditable deliv-

ery. The second layer is the blockchain layer that handles the

transactional data of the trading and delivery events. Also,

it keeps track of the reputation of the entities involved in the

system. To improve storage capabilities, the blockchain layer

only keeps the hashes of the data and the actual data is stored

on the third layer, i.e., storage layer. The blockchain layer

enforces strict access control strategies to prevent unautho-

rized reads and writes to the storage layer. The third layer

is essentially the storage layer and is solely responsible for

storing the transactions’ and events’ data of blockchain on

IPFS. As, IPFS is a decentralized storage medium, it lever-

ages the proposed system with high throughput, low latency

and scalability [26].

The sub-sections below elaborate how the proposed sys-

tem achieves traceability. They also explain the trade events

between the Agri-Food supply chain entities and the delivery

mechanism that provides an auditable delivery of products.

Lastly, they define how the reputation system works and

benefits the proposed system.

A. TRACEABILITY

Supply chain systems involve a large number of entities to

carry out the entire process of production and transportation

of Agri-Food products from origin to the end consumers.

Therefore, it is cumbersome to track and trace the entire pro-

cess. In order to achieve complete traceability, we record the

trading transaction from initiation, add the product’s unique

identity and lot number to each succeeding transaction and

record the hashes to maintain hash chain.1 Lot is a group

of products to be traded in a warehouse and lot number

is the unique identifier for these groups of products. For

maintaining the hash chain, the transactional data is stored in

IPFS. The hashes of data are recorded in ethereum blockchain

which overcomes the limitation of IPFS. In order to write

or access data from blockchain, access control strategy is

applied which ensures the privacy and confidentiality in the

network. The access control strategies make sure that the

transaction is carried out by the authorized user. Only the reg-

istered users are allowed to perform the specific transaction.

Moreover, each function in the smart contract is allowed to

be executed by specific entities. No unauthorized entities are

allowed to perform any task. Multiple supply chain entities

are registered in the system that interact through smart con-

tracts, algorithm 1 represents the entity registration process.

This process, takes entityAddress and entityType as input

parameters and as a result, registers the respective entity as

1Hash chain is the list of IPFS hashes recorded in blockchain.
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FIGURE 1. Blockchain-based end to end solution for agri-food supply
chain.

Algorithm 1 Add Entity

1: procedure AddEntity(. . . params)

2: params[0]← entityAddress

3: params[1]← entityType

4: Arbitrator← 0× 49e. . .F6d ⊲ Number of total lots

5: struct IDENTITY

6: [type: string]: STRING

7: end struct

8: if message.sender == Arbitrator then

9: if keccak256(entityType) == keccak256(‘Enti-

10: ty’s initials’) then

11: Identity[addr]← ‘EntityName’

12: end if

13: end if

14: end procedure

an authorized user of the system. These entities are part of

data layer and are described as follows.

• Farmer:A farmer is the first entity in Agri-Food supply

chain and is the first one to invoke smart contract for

trading. Farmer produces large amount of crops and take

the responsibility for assuring and monitoring the crops’

growth details. He sells these crops to the processors.

• Processor: A processor buys the crops from farmers.

He is responsible for eliminating extra material from

the crops and converting them into a finalized product.

Processor sells this finalized product to distributors.

• Distributor: A distributor maintains a warehouse by

buying finalized products from processors and is respon-

sible for selling it to the retailers.

• Retailer: A retailer buys the finished traceable products

from distributors and sells them to customers in smaller

quantities. Traceable product refers to specific identi-

fiers of the goods that allow tracking the provenance

data.

• Consumer: Consumer is an end user who buys and

consumes the products from retailers. A consumer veri-

fies the credibility of a seller through reputation system

before buying the products.

• Logistic Company Logistic Company (LC) is respon-

sible for an auditable delivery of the products from

product owners to the purchasers.

• Arbitrator Arbitrator is an off-chain entity that is

selected to monitor and manage the entire network.

Additionally, it also acts as dispute handler.

The traceability process consists of three smart contracts,

i.e., Registration Contract (RC), Add to Lot Contract (ALC)

and Add Transaction Contract (ATC). These contracts require

the addresses of each preceding contracts in order to main-

tain traceability chain of transactions. For this purpose, all

three contracts are deployed in order to get their respective

addresses. In this way, the solution helps the end consumers to

achieve complete traceability and maintain data provenance.

The RC is used to register the Agri-Food supply chain entities

and the products available by each entity. The product regis-

tration process as shown in algorithm 2, contains the address

of ALC to add the lot details of the product. AddLot function

is described in algorithm 3. It takes productLot, materialLot

and addTransAddress as input. Parameter AddTransAddress

is the contract address of AddTransaction contract. Similarly,

every ALC has the link address to the ATC. Additionally,

the supply chain entities are registered to the network and

authorization is performed whenever an event takes place.

Only the specified entities are allowed to perform certain

transactions, for instance, only arbitrators have the authority

to remove an entity or malicious users from the system.

Arbitrators are the off-chain entities that are responsible for

dispute handling.

All transactions of product registration, lot addition and

updating transactions’ hashes are permanently stored on

blockchain. The owner of the product is responsible to deploy

ALC alongwith the RC.ALC contains the details of products,

lot information and transaction data. The transactions are

written to the blockchain in order to make sure that a product

is successfully transferred to the next entity in the Agri-Food

supply chain. Moreover, the traceability scheme ensures

that all transactions are successfully chained to blockchain.

So, in this way complete process of tracing the provenance of

data is ensured.

B. TRADING AND DELIVERY

Before discussing the trading and delivery mechanism, lets

consider a scenario when end consumer has not yet initialized

the transaction and wants to know the market reputation of

traders. For this purpose, reputation system is proposed as
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Algorithm 2 Registration

1: procedure RegisterProduct(. . . params)

2: params[0]← productName

3: params[1]← productCode

4: params[2]← addToLotAddress

5: n← 1 ⊲ Number of total lots

6: struct PRODUCT

7: $productName: STRING

8: $productCode: STRING

9: $productOwner: ADDRESS

10: $addToLotAddress: ADDRESS

11: $addTime: UINT

12: end struct

13: AUTHORIZED← Authorized Users

14: if message.sender ǫ AUTHORIZED then

15: Lot[n][$productName]← param[0]

16: Lot[n][$productCode]← param[1]

17: Lot[n][$productOwner]← message.sender

18: Lot[n][$productLotAddress]← param[2]

19: Lot[n][$addTime]← Date.now()

20: n++

21: end if

22: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Add Transaction

1: procedure ADDLOT(. . . params)

2: params[0]← productLot

3: params[1]← materialLot

4: params[2]← addTransAddress

5: n← 1 ⊲ Number of total lots

6: struct LOT

7: $productLot: STRING

8: $materialLot: STRING

9: $lotAdmin: ADDRESS

10: $addTransferAddress: ADDRESS

11: $addTime: UINT

12: end struct

13: AUTHORIZED← Authorized Users

14: if message.sender ǫ AUTHORIZED then

15: Lot[n][$productLot]← param[0]

16: Lot[n][$materialLot]← param[1]

17: Lot[n][$lotAdmin]← message.sender

18: Lot[n][$addTransferAddress]← param[2]

19: Lot[n][$addTime]← Date.now()

20: n++

21: end if

22: end procedure

described in Section III-C. This system ensures that the prod-

uct owners are reliable enough to trust. Furthermore, for the

delivery of product from one entity to another, it is made sure

that the whole process can be tracked and traced by recording

the information on blockchain. It ensures auditable delivery to

end consumer. There are three main entities that are involved

FIGURE 2. Trading and delivery mechanism.

in the trading and delivery mechanism, i.e., product owner,

LC and purchaser. Where, product owner is the one who sells

the product in supply chain; LC is the courier service that

transfers the goods; and purchaser, as name depicts, is the

one who wants to spend ethers to buy a product. The LC as

mentioned earlier is a registered entity of the system. In case

of disputes during transactions, arbitrators are responsible

for off-chain settlement of the disputes. However, Figure 2

represents the trading and delivery model.

In order to carry out the trading process, at first, the trad-

ing entities are registered to the smart contract,i.e., RC and

authenticated using their ethereum addresses. After that,

the contract between product owner and purchaser is initiated.

Here, the purchaser selects the product and enters its code,

i.e., P1, which is used as a unique identifier for that product

and used by LC. The product code along with the product

details are sent to the product owner. Moreover, the product

details, i.e., product owner, picture and price are uploaded to

IPFS and in return, IPFS hash is received. This hash helps

in proving the authenticity of the product being transferred.

After receiving the product, the purchaser confirms the suc-

cessful delivery and logsitic company gets paid, as described

in algorithm 4. Furthermore, in order to confirm the trading

transaction, both parties pay security amount to the contract.

The security function as shown in algorithm 5, deposits the

due amount along with the fine in order to ensure successful

completion of the trading and delivery process. The additional

amount of fine ensures punishment by arbitrator in case of

dispute. Once the transaction is confirmed, the purchaser

submits his payment amount to the product owner. In case

of dispute, all funds are transferred to the arbitrator’s account

and distributed according to the off-chain settlement of the

dispute.

Furthermore, after the complete transaction between the

product owner and purchaser, the smart contract between

product owner and LC is initiated. This contract manages

the transportation of products from one location to another.

This process also collects the transportation security from

both parties, i.e. product owner and purchaser. This secu-

rity amount is collected from both parties to avoid the fear
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Algorithm 4 Add to Lot

1: procedure ADDTR(. . . params)

2: params[0]← currentTranHash

3: params[1]← previousTranHash

4: params[2]← recieverAddress

5: n← 1 ⊲ Number of transactions

6: struct LOT

7: $currentTranHash: STRING

8: $previousTranHash: STRING

9: $senderAddress: ADDRESS

10: $recieverAddress: ADDRESS

11: $addTime: UINT

12: end struct

13: AUTHORIZED← Authorized Users

14: if message.sender ǫ AUTHORIZED then

15: Lot[n][$currentTranHash]← param[0]

16: Lot[n][$previousTranHash]← param[1]

17: Lot[n][$senderAddress]← message.sender

18: Lot[n][$recieverAddress]← param[2]

19: Lot[n][$addTime]← Date.now()

20: n++

21: end if

22: end procedure

Algorithm 5 Product Owner and Purchaser (POandP)

1: procedure DepositSecurity(PO_Addr, P_Addr, d-

2: eposit)

3: Output: Security deposited sucessfully

4: if msg.sender == PO_addr then

5: Deposit LCfee + fine

6: else

7: if msg.sender == P_addr then

8: Deposit ProductPrice + LCfee + fine

9: else

10: return Cancel Transaction

11: end if

12: end if

13: end procedure

14: procedure PO_Payment(string k)

15: if keccak256(k) == (hashk1)

16: PO_Add.transfer(ProductPrice + fine)

17: P_Add.transfer(fine)

18: end if

19: procedure

of manipulation. When a LC collects the product for deliv-

ery, a pre-verification process is carried out. In this process,

the IPFS hash is used to access the product details and match

themwith the actual product. This process makes sure that the

LC does not change the product during the delivery process.

Consequently, it ensures the authenticity of the product as

well.

FIGURE 3. Reputation system.

Algorithm 6 Product Owner and LC (POandLC)

1: procedure ProductOwnerAndLogisticCompany

2: (address)

3: Arbitrator← 0× 49e. . .F6d

4: ProductIPFS← Phash

5: HASH K1← 0× 0a75b8

6: productPrice← 0.01 ⊲ In Ethers

7: LCFee← 0.01 ⊲ In Ethers

8: FINE← 0.01 ⊲ In Ethers

9: TOTAL BALANCE ⊲ Total account balance

10: time← Date.now() ⊲ Current time

11: struct LogisticCompaney

12: transfer(balance: double): VOID

13: end struct

14: struct ProductOwner

15: transfer(balance: double): VOID

16: end struct

17: if mssage.sender == LogosticCompaneyAddress &&

18: keccak256(address) == HASHK1 then

19: balance← productPrice + LCFee + FINE

20: LogisticCompany.transfer(balance)

21: ProductOwner.transfer(TotalBalance)

22: end if

23: end procedure

C. REPUTATION SYSTEM

A reputation system, as shown in Figure 3, is introduced

in blockchain layer of the proposed model. The reputation

system is responsible for assuring the credibility of product

owner and the assets delivered. It maintains the immutability

and integrity of the reviews registered in the system. In con-

trast to the traditional reputation systems, the reviews are

recorded in IPFS while their hashes are stored in blockchain.

In this way, immutability and integrity of reviews are main-

tained. Reputation contract is triggered after the trade events

occur between the buyers and sellers. The proposed system

is responsible for invoking smart contracts to provide ser-

vice based reviews to the sellers. Algorithm 6 describes the

reviews registration process. Once the transaction is com-

pleted, the buyers register reviews. For the next transaction,

a buyer requests reviews of sellers and performs transaction
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on the basis of those reviews. Moreover, the trading entities

in the proposed solution act as both seller and buyer except

the farmer and end customer. For instance, the retailer as

shown in 2, buys the end product from distributor and sells

it to the customers. Similarly, processor buys the crops from

farmers and after some processing, sells the end product to

the distributor. The terms sellers and product owners, and

buyers and purchasers are used alternatively throughout the

paper.

The reputation system provides the trust values to the sell-

ers in order to increase the trust among trading entities.When-

ever an entity buys a product from product owner, it decides

the ratings and provides a reviews for the product owner. The

trust values are the quality ratings of the services provided

by the sellers. Reputation of an entity either increases or

decreases based on the trust values stored in blockchain-based

supply-chain.When the trust value of a seller is high, it means

that the seller is highly trustworthy. Moreover, based on the

trust values of sellers, purchaser decides whether the product

owner is reliable or not. However, a seller may have some

positive and negative ratings. Therefore, the trust value in the

proposed solution is calculated using Equation (1). Where,∑
Ratings denotes sum of all ratings of a seller and TotalRev

is the total number of reviews provided to the seller.

TrustValue =
∑

Ratings/TotalRev (1)

The proposed system also ensures trust among the trading

entities and make sure that the buyer knows the reputation

before purchasing the product from seller. Whenever the

entities sign a smart contract for trading, the smart contract for

reputation is also triggered that provides the reviews of avail-

able data sellers. Once the trading is successfully performed,

the buyer also registers review for the seller on the basis

of the products received. The review registered by the buyer is

then stored against the seller’s profile in blockchain system.

The smart contract as shown in Figure 3 utilizes four func-

tions, i.e., RegisterReview(), SearchReview(), SaveReview,

SendReview() and RequestReview(). These five functions are

responsible for registering, checking content and ensuring

the existence of a review, saving, sending and requesting for

a new review, respectively. The RegisterReview() function

takesmetadata, ratings of the asset and review details as input.

These values are then used by the end consumers to evalu-

ate the quality of the product and reputation of the product

owner.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the assumption, simulation tools

and performance results of the proposed system. Following

are some important assumptions:

• the arbitrators of the system are honest entities and they

do not take biased decisions while resolving a dispute,

• arbitrators have high computational power than other

involved entities of the network,

Algorithm 7 Register Review

1: procedure RegisterReview(reviewContent, rating,

2: msg.sender)

3: Output: Review registered successfully

4: if msg.sender is an element of Authorization list

5: && msg.sender == P_address then

6: Add review content and ratings against PO_Addr

7: ReviewCounter++

8: else

9: Revert transaction and display error

10: end if

11: procedure SaveReview()

12: procedure SendReview()

13: procedure RequestReview()

14: procedure SearchReview()

• no entity on the network has enough computational

power to compromise more than half of the network

nodes and

• only registered entities can buy or sell products in the

market.

For the simulations purpose, an open-source platform for

blockchain, i.e., ethereum is used. The smart contracts are

deployed over ethereum test network ‘‘Rinkeyby’’ [27].

Ethereum uses blockchain technology to develop decentral-

ized applications. To assess the performance of blockchain-

based supply-chain network, we have used Remix Integrated

Development Environment (IDE) [28], Ganache [29] and

Metamask [30]. Remix facilitates in writing, executing and

testing a smart contract. The language used for writing a smart

contract in Remix is Solidity. Whereas, Ganache provides the

virtual accounts with pre-defined amount of crypto-currency.

After each transaction, the crypto-currency is deducted from

the account that performs the transaction. Each account in

Ganache has its own private key and unique address. How-

ever,Metamask is an extension in browser that acts as a bridge

between Ganache and Remix IDE and helps to establish

connection between them.

The specifications of the system are: intel core i5, 2.4 GHz

processor, 8 GB RAM and 500 GB storage. The performance

parameters used to evaluate proposed solution’s performance

are as follows.

• transaction and execution cost (gas) of smart contracts,

• total amount of gas consumed for input strings with

different lengths in review system,

• mining time for input strings of same and different

lengths in reputation system,

• deployment cost of smart contracts and

• different number of products during registration in

Agri-Food supply chain.

In Figure 4, the gas consumption of reputation system

smart contract is shown. The reputation system consists

of four functions, i.e., RegisterReview(), SearchRatings(),

SearchReview() and DoesReviewExist(). It is clearly visible
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FIGURE 4. Gas consumption of reputation system.

FIGURE 5. Gas consumption against input string length.

from the graph that RegisterReview() function consumes the

maximum amount of gas for execution and transaction as

compared to the other functions. This is because the Reg-

isterReview() function is responsible for saving the reviews

against the user’s profile in blockchain and performing logi-

cally complex operations. Therefore, the transactional costs

for other functions are relatively less. The execution cost

depends on computational complexity of the transactions.

The transaction cost is the combination of execution cost

and the cost of sending smart contract code to the ethereum

blockchain.

Figure 5, shows the gas consumption against the input

strings of different lengths provided for each review. By plot-

ting the graph of these input strings, we conclude that the

relation between gas consumption and length of an input

string is directly proportional, i.e., by increasing the length of

an input string, the gas consumption of the respective string

also increases. Therefore, we can say that longer reviews will

cost more as compared to the shorter ones.

In order to compare the mining time of reviews against

the input string length, we plotted a bar graph as shown

in Figure 6. The input values provided in the reputation

system are processed as strings.We provided the input values

of different lengths and investigated their effect on mining

time for each string. It is observed that the mining time for

FIGURE 6. Mining time against different input length.

FIGURE 7. Gas consumption of smart contracts.

TABLE 1. Smart contracts cost test (gas price = 1 Gwei, 1 ether =

176.52 USD).

input is totally different and different lengths of input strings

do not effect the mining time. However, the mining time

of a transaction is dependent on the complexity of mining

process in a network. Miners in a network are responsible

for calculating a nonce that must be less than a target value.

Hence, if the target value has more difficulty level, mining

time will also increase and vice versa.

We evaluate the gas consumption for the deployment of

each contract in our proposed solution. The gas consumption

is presented in Figure 7. However, actual and USD cost of

smart contracts is shown in the Table 1.
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FIGURE 8. No. of products vs gas consumption.

Moreover, we tested different functions of the smart

contracts with random values. It is observed from exper-

iments that by increasing the number of products during

the registration process, the RegisterProduct() function costs

more as compared to the other functions like AddLot() and

AddTrans(). The Figure 8 represents the increase in gas con-

sumption of the RegisterProduct() function. However, the gas

consumption of other functions is not affected by the increase

in number of products.

V. SECURITY ANALYSES

With the growing use of blockchain technology in different

industries, various types of attacks have emerged. Therefore,

this section provides the vulnerability, robustness and security

analyses of the proposed solution and briefs how it is resilient

against different attacks.

A. VULNERABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS

A smart contract is one of the main building blocks of the

blockchian. The solution proposed in this paper uses smart

multiple contracts for transactional activities. Smart contract

is a piece of executable code that is responsible to facilitate

digital transactions and provide security in terms of authen-

ticity, credibility and immutability. Once a smart contract is

deployed on the blockchain then it cannot be modified and

executed as it is. If its code is vulnerable, it seriously affects

the security of a blockchain [31].

As smart contracts are not mature enough; therefore, they

still has some security gaps. During ethereum’s initial devel-

opment, Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO)

hack was one of the biggest hacking incident which caused

the loss of 3.6 million ethers that are equivalent to $70 mil-

lion. DAO was responsible for decentralized financial trans-

actions via smart contracts [32]. Similarly, many other vul-

nerabilities in smart contracts like re-entrancy bugs, time

dependency, concurrency bugs and callstack attacks are intro-

duced in [32]. These vulnerabilities cause significant losses

to blockchain-based systems. The well-known vulnerabilities

are defined as follows.

• Call Stack Attack: This attack is also known as call

depth attack. It is stated that if a call depth is equal to

1024 frames, the calling function will fail and only run

if the depth is 1023 frames. It is also stated that if a

call or send function is used to call another contract,

the call depth increases by one. So, if a call function calls

itself for 1023 times and makes the call stack limit 1024,

the next instruction fails.

• Time Dependency Attack: This attack is miner centric

attack in which a miner manipulates the conditions of

timestamp to favor himself. While mining a transaction,

miner set the timestamp of the transaction. In general,

a timestamp is time of miner’s physical machine.

• Concurrency Bug: It is also a miner side bug and comes

under the umbrella of transaction ordering dependency.

It arises when two functions are executed at the same

time. This problem often comes up when a data structure

or database is updated.

• Re-entrancy Vulnerability: This vulnerability refers to

a well known DAO attack described earlier. It makes

use of path conditions in order to check for re-entrany

conditions. In ethereum, when a contract calls another

contract, the current transaction waits for the call to fin-

ish. This issue can lead to a situation when a transaction

makes use of intermediate state of the caller.

Therefore, there is a need to analyze smart contract codes

in order to make the system robust against aforementioned

attacks. Oyente is an open source security analyzer of

ethereum smart contracts proposed by authors in [32]. It ana-

lyzes the smart contract on the basis of symbolic execution

paths; where, each path has a certain condition. The main

responsibilities of oyente are as follows.

• exploring all possible execution paths by using dummy

values for variables,

• recording contract’s behavior in each path,

• summarizing the conditions for each path and

• checking for violation of any property.

According to an analysis in [32], oyente has flagged

8,833 smart contracts out of 19,366 as vulnerable including

the DAO smart contract. We tested our smart contracts with

oyente for any security and vulnerability attacks. The Figure 9

clearly shows that all contracts are robust against the afore-

mentioned vulnerability attacks and all reported results are

false.

B. SECURITY THEOREMS

This section presents security theorems and features of the

proposed solution. It also provides comparison with related

schemes as shown in Table 2.

Theorem 1 (Suppose That the Proposed System Does Not

Respond or Keeps Denying the Transaction):

Proof: The probability of denial of services is nearly

impossible. The proposed system uses smart contracts that
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FIGURE 9. Vulnerability analysis of smart contracts.

are deployed over ethereum network. The smart contracts

make sure the availability of services to customers.Moreover,

ethereum is a distributed ledger that maintains several nodes

and follows a consensus mechanism. These mechanisms

make the distributed ledgers highly robust against denial of

service attacks.

Theorem 2 (Assume That a Dishonest LC Tries to Change

the Product While Delivering and Deny Their Action):

Proof: The product hash verification is done when the

product arrives at LC. It makes it impossible for the LC

to change the product. This pre-verification step ensures

that the products are consistent with the customer’s orders.

Moreover, as blockchain is an immutable ledger, it makes

sure that no entity denies his action. Additionally, ethereum

uses Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)

for encryption which signs all transactions. Consequently,
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TABLE 2. Comparison of proposed solution with existing techniques.

it becomes unlikely for the malicious users to deny their

actions.

C. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

The practical implementation of our proposed blockchain-

based Agri-Food supply chain system will strengthen the

traceability information of both agricultural and food prod-

ucts. All the important aspects of a secure and efficient

supply chain system are taken into consideration which are

elaborated in the following sub-sections:

1) Accountability

By implementing blockchain in the proposed scheme,

complete decentralization is achieved. It ensures the

accountability of all actions by analyzing the logs.

In this regard, the proposed solution allows arbitrators

to become a part of the system and analyze the logs

in case of disputes. The regulators have access to the

blockchain data and can retrieve the required informa-

tion in order to provide proof for accountability. Addi-

tionally, malicious nodes cannot succeed in performing

a malicious act as the nodes are protected with standard

signature scheme and it is impossible for the nodes to

deny their actions.

2) Credibility

Credibility of the system is analyzed on the basis of

level of trust among the entities of the system. The

proposed solution; therefore, contains reputation sys-

tem which is responsible for maintaining trust between

the entities like, product owner, purchaser, LC, etc.

Moreover, leveraging from the inherent properties of

blockchain, the proposed solution is proved to be cred-

ible and secure. Hackers cannot hack the proposed

system as long as they occupy more than 51% of all

nodes.

3) Auditability

The complete system is auditable by any legitimate user

of the system. It provides traceable smart contracts to

track the transactions and events occurred. Blockchain

provides the benefits like transparency, immutability

and traceability. It ensures that the transactions are

unforgeable.

4) Autonomy

All transactions and data exchanges in the proposed

solution take place using smart contracts and prevent

any kind of external interference. Hence, it ensures

autonomy and security in trustful environment. More-

over, consensus based verification of blocks is also

viewed as an autonomous property of blockchain-based

solutions.

5) Authenticity

All the entities in the proposed solution are authenti-

cated before performing the transaction. The authen-

tication process ensures that certain functions are

executed by authorized entities of the system only.

Consequently, it also ensures the resistance to man-in-

the-middle attacks.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Using blockchain, supply chain industry has gained numer-

ous benefits to grow and move towards decentralization and

achieve a trustless environment for all processes. However,

despite the trustless nature of blockchain, it is hard to fully

maintain trust between the seller and buyer of the product.

This is because the entities may act maliciously and the buyer

can doubt their credibility. Moreover, supply chain involves

multiple processes and sub-processes that need to be carried

out in a decentralized manner in order to achieve traceability,

accountability and security. In this paper, we have proposed

an end to end solution for blockchain-basedAgri-Food supply

chain. We have provided detailed information of proposed

solution in terms of traceability, trading, delivery and repu-

tation. We have evaluated and carefully analyzed the perfor-

mance of smart contracts in order to ensure that the proposed

solution is efficient and robust. The reputation system is

proposed to maintain the credibility of the Agri-Food supply

chain entities and quality ratings of the products. Moreover,

it also maintains the immutability and integrity of the transac-

tions as these transactions are based on blockchain. We have

provided algorithms and discussed smart contracts in detail.

Simulation are performed and results show that our system

requires certain amount of gas for deploying and executing

smart contracts.

To date, blockchain-based systems still face challenges

related to their practical implementation. In future, we plan

to integrate refund and returnmechanisms in Agri-Food prod-

ucts trading. Similarly, the reputation system stores reviews

from end consumers which can be biased or fake. In this

regard, we plan to integrate fake review detection system
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that will facilitate the reputation system in detecting the false

reviews from the end consumers. Moreover, security analyses

that will focus on attacks against reputation system will also

be considered.
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